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ECHONEWS

WHAT is it like to have a sack of
crushed foam with a leather veneer
sunk into your face at speeds of up to
90mph?

You don’t know? You’ve never been
in the ring, have you?

What with plans for the new Rocky
film recently announced (������ ��	

�����
���) it is surely an opportune
moment to share my experiences of
being trapped between the four
corners.

Now I love boxing. It’s my favourite
sport. Whereas some people will look
at it and say it’s simply two people in
an enclosed space trying to hurt each
other with gloved fists, I would counter
with the observation that, hey, it’s two
people in an enclosed space trying to
hurt each other with gloved fists.

The people who dislike boxing are
mostly women.

My mother, for instance, cannot
stand to see two lads pucking into
each other. Whenever the dad or I are
dominating the remote control and
there’s boxing on TV she will avert her
gaze from the screen and study the
wallpaper. Sometimes, if there is an
Irish boxer fighting, she will watch,
but only while peering through her
fingers.

I can only imagine that this is how
she viewed my own battles in the ring.
It was the way I viewed them as well,
even though with my gloves on it
appeared that I was dutifully keeping
my guard up.

My amateur pugilistic career began
in 1992. The Barcelona Olympics had
just seen Michael Carruth and Wayne
McCullough perform heroics and
boxing was undergoing a surge in
popularity similar to equestrian sports
and urine-sampling after last year’s
Games.

After months of preparation, the
night finally came when I was ready to
step between the ropes.

It is often said that mankind’s
greatest fear is standing up and
speaking in front of other people.
Imagine instead that you are still
getting up on a raised platform in front
of your family and friends, but subtract
the oration and add someone trying to
knock your head off. (Saying this, the
most frightening part of my whole
boxing career was the weigh-in. You
were stripped down to your under-
pants and socks and if you were a few
ounces over your punching weight,
these might have to go as well. As a
pre-pubescent boy in a room of about
a hundred people — some of them
female — I was prepared to fight at
heavyweight before I was prepared to
surrender my jocks).

On my debut night, I remember
watching the contests before mine
with growing tension. Suddenly it was
my turn to climb into the ring. I was 11
years of age and stood a few inches
shy of the top rope. My coach
strapped on my headgear, stuck my
gumshield in my mouth and gave me a
few last titbits of advice: “Keep your

eyes on him at all times … work the
jab … keep your feet moving.” And
with that, he glared into my eyes. I
don’t know if he saw confidence,
anxiety or fear in them but he gave me
two thumbs up and then turned to the
doctor and said: “Get the smelling
salts ready.”

Round one
I came out of my corner and

tentatively threw a few jabs with my
left, ducked and weaved and let rip
with a right hook. Then the bell rang. I
touched gloves with my opponent. We
circled each other cautiously, refusing
to blink. We engaged.

And it wasn’t so bad. I tagged him
with a few jabs, he winded me with a
few down in the solar plexus and then
we circled each other some more. I
quickly realised that he was probably
as nervous as I was. We engaged
again in the centre. At some point, I
decided it was time to utilise my big
punch: the overhand right. I had
practiced it in training on the pads and
knew that if delivered with sufficient
power and accuracy to an opponent’s
temple it might prove concussive.

He caught air with a swinging right
and left the space above his right ear
unprotected. I saw my opportunity,
scrunched up my fist and wound up for
the killer blow...

What is it like to be knocked out?
Well you don’t see tweety birds or
stars or hear Edelweiss or anything
like that. You’re just standing one
moment and the next you are seated. I
heard somebody shout “Fore” and for
a second I wondered whether I was
boxing or golfing. Then I heard “Five”
and realised I better get my sorry ass
of the floor.

I stood up and the referee looked
me in the eye and brushed my gloves
against his chest.

“I shlipped,” I said through my
gumshield, pointing to an imaginary
banana skin on the canvas. I smiled
over at my opponent, we touched
gloves and POW! I was sitting down
again and a towel had sailed through
the air and landed on my head.

It would be fair to say that I was not
a natural boxer, more someone who
fell over gracefully.

I spent a lot of the rest of my
burgeoning career in a horizontal
position. I was a sort of anti-Jake
LaMotta in that way. I did have one
opponent worried once. I had him
down on one knee. Leaning over me
to see if I was all right; he thought he
might have killed me.

I was fine though. And afterwards,
even though I had been badly beaten,
the referee still gave me a cup. He told
me he had put my teeth into it.
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on gems of northside in new book

stepped in and sponsored the printing
c o s t s. ”

City of Surprises features some won-
derful photographs, some examples of
which are shown on these pages. Some
of James’s personal favourites include
ones of the stained glass features of
churches in Blackpool, Mayfield and
Far ranree.

“It’s not geared as a religious book,
but some fabulous work has been done
by Irish craftsmen in churches,” he
s a y s.

“I also love the ornate doorways in
Montenotte and the North Mall.”

James adds: “I’d hate to see these
things fall into decay. They should be
preserved because they are a part of
what makes this city great.”

City of Surprises: Hidden Treasures of
Cork’s Northside is out now. This week,
the book will be on sale solely in Black-
pool Shopping Centre. Next week it will
be available in most bookshops. The
paperback edition is priced at €20,
while the hardback edition costs €30.

LANDMARK: The former
St Luke’s Home off
Military Hill, which is
now the Ambassador
Hotel — just one of the
photographs in the book


